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The UK street food revolution continues and is
increasingly influencing mainstream dining.
Since our last snapshot report in April 2016, the
popularity of street food in the UK has continued
to grow. As product and presentation formats
become tried and tested, and street food
organisers and operators become more
established and more sophisticated, there are
signs that street food is itself increasingly moving
from novelty to mainstream.
View our street food film here.
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What’s changing – an update

Street food continues to be one of the most popular, diverse and exciting
sectors of the UK dining scene. Since our snapshot report in 2016 there
have been no major moves or shakes in the sector, but there are some signs
that the market is maturing, and bringing some changes. Here are our top
10 views and insights on what’s happening…

1. Traders have learned the ropes
Most traders that we surveyed in 2016 are still around and there are relatively few new
kids on the block. With some years of experience under their belts, most traders have
now learned the ropes, know what works and have tried and tested business models and
established, proven and polished food formulas.

2. The collectives are getting stronger
Increasingly, KERB and Street Feast (London Union) are almost exclusively the route to
market for many street food traders in London, and they have grown to powerful
positions. This looks set to continue. Whilst there are lots of positives about this,
covered in more detail in this report, the potential downside is conformity, as may be
seen at Camden Market where new, uniform, more ‘sanitised’ stalls are due to be
introduced for all traders.

3. Uniformity could be creeping in
With proven formats in place there’s just a hint that the overall street food offering is
settling to be more uniform and perhaps less challenging. There’s still plenty of cuisine
diversity, but also lots of convergence in product formats, especially in hand held.

4. Still excitement, but perhaps less novelty?
The market is settling. Traders have honed their product formats to the ones they know
will sell and their staff can produce profitably. Consumers are experiencing street food
more regularly. Perhaps inevitably, it all becomes more commonplace. There’s a buzz
still, especially around the big congregations of traders, but might consumers start to
feel that they’ve seen it all before? There’s a real opportunity for further innovation in
ingredients, formats and presentation.
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5. Some business owners are becoming less directly involved
Some business founders are stepping back a little from direct customer contact and
employing staff to run their stalls and deliver the proposition through trained process.
Can this be done as passionately as by the original business owner, or might the story, so
much a part of customer engagement, get lost in translation?

6. Robust flavours are still popular
Indian, Mexican and Far Eastern flavour profiles remain popular, brought to life with top
note seasonings, spices and sauces. In street food the ‘theatre’ and transparency of
finishing dishes with seasonings, spices and sauces is still all delivered front of house.

7. Fusion continues
Whilst some street food is defined by a specific geographical cuisine, increasingly it’s
blurred by a fusion or combination of flavour profiles, the rational being anything from
exploration, whim or passion of the business owner, ‘it just tastes good’, or simply why
not! In many cases the bread carrier is the unifying factor.

8. Hand held is still king
For obvious reasons, bread based containers and wraps remain the most common
delivery format, with topped bread products (pizzas, naan etc) also popular.

9. The Eastern Mediterranean is emerging
Greek, Turkish, Lebanese and Israeli dishes and flavours are emerging as alternatives to
Indian, Eastern and fusion dishes. When delivered authentically, these largely unknown
flavour profiles and formats present a great opportunity to invigorate consumer interest
in street food.

10. Health and dietary choice play an increasing role
Street food traders are increasingly aware of consumer choices, especially around
vegetarianism and veganism and concerns around specific ingredients and allergens, and
are proactive and up front with signage about it.
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So, what’s this street food all about?
It has, of course, always been possible to buy food from street vendors in the UK. From
Victorian sellers serving penny pies and pickled whelks to cheap hot dogs and greasy pittas
dispensed from the late night kebab van. The original food carts and trucks were intended

to bring hot food to areas of the UK’s cities that lacked it, feeding hungry workforces and
pub-goers, sometimes starting in the early hours of the morning or late at night after
nightshift workers had finished up and restaurants were shut. This food was cheap, filling
and tasty, but far from balanced nutrition or reliable provenance.
But the term ‘street food’ as it’s now commonly understood refers to a quite different and
expanding concept in the UK. Gone are the days when street food meant only grease and
convenience. Now it offers fresh, often local, ingredients and extremely varied international
offerings. Street food has gone upmarket, satisfying the demand for recreational dining as
much as filling up hungry workers.
This ‘modern’ street food has various influences and inspirations, but it’s generally
considered to mean ‘artisan food sold on the streets, or more accurately, not served from
restaurants or cafés’ (streetfood.org.uk). But this definition is itself quickly becoming out of
date, as mainstream operators begin to pick up on street food influences, and some street
food traders are themselves moving to bricks and mortar business models. Things are
changing rapidly.
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The global perspective
Today, street food is eaten by 2.4 billion people a day across the world (Food and
Agriculture Organisation of the UN), so for many countries street food is much more
ingrained in their culture than in Europe, the United States or especially the UK. In most
developing countries street food is a necessity, not a fancy trend – an affordable way for
workers, primarily, to eat tasty, nutritious food during a busy day away from home. Meals
and snacks are served throughout the day, from breakfast until late at night and are usually
based on the most popular and distinctive dishes of the region. But necessity doesn’t mean
poor quality. On the contrary, this kind of street food is usually expertly and consistently
prepared, often by vendors who specialise in a particular dish. Fierce competition and
discerning diners keep standards high and ensure that dishes are packed with flavour to
keep customers coming back.

And so began the UK street food revolution
Though the pickled whelks and tripe had evolved into burgers and kebabs, ten or twelve
years ago the UK street food scene remained pretty dire, at least against any measure of
quality, provenance or innovation. But in the United States a different story was unfolding,
which was to inspire a small revolution in our own dining culture.
‘The ‘modern street food’
movement started on the west
coast of America in about 2004,
when catering trucks from LA
movie sets were taken onto the
streets. Then along came the
recession and many chefs found
themselves out of work or unable
to afford restaurant rents, and so
took renovated postal trucks onto
the streets to provide high
quality, no frills food to the
people of California.’ (Charles
Banks, co-founder of global food trends agency, thefoodpeople)
When the trend reached New York, it started to catch the attention of curious and canny
foodies in the UK, notably Richard Johnson, who went on to found British Street Food. He
launched the British Street Food Awards in 2004, which have taken place every year since.
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The street food revolution in the UK began and has proliferated most in London, of course,
but has expanded quickly to many of the UK’s major cities, especially (but not exclusively)
Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Brighton and Leeds. Whilst the trend remains a citycentric phenomenon, it is also reaching non city-dwellers through exposure at festivals and
events.
Eager as we are to adopt anything new and exciting, the UK consumer has enthusiastically
embraced this new way of eating. In a 2014 survey by Allegra Strategies for Santa Maria
(face-to-face interviews in London):
•

50% of people interviewed bought street food at least once a week

•
•

81% of those purchases are at lunchtime
Two thirds of respondents spent £5 or more on street food – more than the average

•

lunchtime spend*
Variety of choice, tastes and flavours, as well as freshness of locally sourced
ingredients were cited as the main reasons people buy street food

(*And yet 61% of people think they spend less than a normal lunchtime spend on street
food. It’s thought that this is because people don’t rate their street food experience on
the same scale as a sandwich, but more on the level of a restaurant meal.)
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What does the UK street food scene look like?
A fresh new wave of imagination and dedication has seen bleak burger stands replaced by
passionate and talented traders working from vans, huts and caravans (the vehicle of
delivery plays an important part), serving food from all over the world. But who are they,
what do they serve and how have they made such an impression?
Clearly, one of the big upsides for street food is that there's less risk for both the operator
and the consumer, and that’s showing up increasingly as multi-ethnic fusion food and much
higher flavour. It's less risk because the operator can swerve menu items which bomb
immediately without many cost implications (no menu print or food development
complications here) and customers are typically at the lowest price point and so are more
likely to trial. (lostincatering.com)

Young and exciting

The street food phenomenon gives those with passion and talent, but limited capital, the
opportunity to make their food business dream a reality without the high fixed costs of
premises. It allows them to try out food ideas with minimal commitment, maximum
flexibility and virtually instant customer feedback.
Sai Deethwa runs the popular Thai Buddha Belly van, based in Birmingham, where she
sells Penang pork curry and other Thai favourites. ‘I always wanted to work in food, but I
saw how all-consuming restaurants were. Street food was the best way in for me.’

Most traders are young and energetic (it’s an arduous business moving around, setting up,
working till late then breaking down again and braving the elements in between), and so
the street food vendor culture that has developed is young and energetic too, with heavy
reliance on social media, eclectic styling and vibrant personalities. What you might call
‘attitude’.
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Diverse and eclectic

The multi-cultural nature of British society has also enabled and enhanced the
development, variety and authenticity of street food in the UK. The catering industry has
traditionally been one of the most accessible to people moving to the UK and invariably, by
cooking dishes from their country of origin, immigrants enhance the culinary culture of our
own nation. In a restaurant format ethnic dishes are often adapted for ‘British tastes’, or
limited by kitchen skills, availability of ingredients, costs and so on.
What’s interesting is that the dishes that (mainly second- and thirdgeneration) ethnic street food vendors are serving up are often more
precise equivalents to street food sold in their home nations; so we are
more likely to see dosas, chaat or jhal muri on the street than chicken
tikka masala; more likely banh mi than pad Thai. Along with the
spontaneity of the format, this brings a greater sense of adventure and
exploration.
The accessibility of the street food format (both for operators and
customers) has also made it easier for less familiar cuisines to get noticed
and gain trial. So a typical street food ‘gathering’ may find old favourites
such as Mexican, Chinese and Indian (but with a twist – there’s always a
twist) offered up alongside Korean, Peruvian, Filipino, Bajan and
Argentinian food… all under one (virtual) roof.

Up close and personal

Buying and selling street food is a very hands
on, very personal social and business
interaction. There’s an immediacy and
transparency to the street food transaction
that’s unmatched by other foodservice
scenarios, where kitchens may be unseen, chefs
anonymous and serving staff disconnected.
Street food menus are usually very limited, food
is always cooked or assembled to order (usually
while you stand and watch) and you’re more
than likely to be served by the person that
started the business in the first place.

‘There is no time lag with street food, its cooked and served right there in front of you by
the vendor, who is probably the owner and creator of the idea which makes street food
very personal.’ (Charles Banks, thefoodpeople)
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Town and country, but mainly town

Street food is primarily an urban phenomenon. By its
nature it relies on the footfall that larger towns and
cities can generate during the day and into the evening,
so urban is where it’s likely to stay. London will probably
always be the hub, but other cities across the UK are
quickly developing their own unique street food scenes,
reflecting the diversity of ethnic populations, local
ingredients and tastes.
‘It's back to basics and it makes people feel a part of
the city they inhabit – and that's vital for a city's mental
well-being. Plus it's damn nice to have the food you've
ordered be cooked in front of you, just for you. Makes
it taste better.’ (Petra Baran, Founder, Kerb)
That said, street food traders do venture out into the
country as long as there are plenty of people there to
sell to. Many have made music and food festivals their
second home. In doing so they reach a much wider noncity dwelling audience and at the same time bring a level
of quality and diversity to the catering for festival organisers. For ambitious street food
entrepreneurs (which means all of them) the opportunity to ‘seed’ their brand proposition
with a wider group of consumers is a useful investment for future possibilities.

Flavours, formats and freshness
Packing a punch

It’s generally accepted that food eaten out of doors needs
to be more robust in flavour than what we eat inside. So it’s
not surprising that most street food packs a punch. The
ethnic inspiration behind much of what’s served on the
street delivers pronounced and distinctive flavours: the
warmth of Indian spices, the heat of Mexican chillies and
sauces, the tart flavours of Korean kimchi, the fire of
Caribbean jerk rub. Many traders apply liberal ‘top notes’
to their dishes in the form of hot chilli-based sauces such as
sriracha, gochujang, sambal oelek, harissa or peri peri.
Street food is usually robustly flavoured
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The Rib Man makes as much of a point about the heat of his sauces as of the tenderness of
his pork, and has gone so far as to sell the (fruitily named) sauces from his stall and online
in both retail and foodservice sizes.
Outdoor food needs a bit of punch. This is why grilled food with its crisp, tarry,
caramelised skin is so appropriate for eating alfresco. The woodsy tang that accompanies
any meat, fish or vegetable cooked over hot coals might seem a little coarse in the
presence of a tablecloth; in the fresh air it is exactly what we want. (Nigel Slater)

If at first you don’t succeed…

Most of the ethnic-inspired food served is pretty faithful to the street food dished up in the
country of origin, with traders often going to great lengths to create flavours and use
ingredients that match the originals. Many traders have spent a lot of time researching
their dishes before bringing them to market, and have often been through some testing
‘trial and error’ phases before they’ve hit on the right formula. Very few have simply
stumbled into success.
Popular trader Jez Felwick of The Bowler began his street food career selling soup,
unsuccessfully, until he stumbled upon the idea of meatballs. From successful KERB and
festival appearances he’s now progressed to opening a restaurant.
< Hanna Søderlund is the brains and drive behind
Kimchinary, which serves Korean burritos and tacos.
She grew up in Sweden, moved to London and initially
experimented with serving Swedish food. When that
didn’t take off she headed to South Korea to immerse
herself in that country’s food culture. There she ate a
dish called samgyeopsal (grilled pork wrapped in
lettuce leaves with kimchi) almost every day and
decided to adapt the dish for the London street food
scene. She’s turned the grilled pork belly into pulled
pork shoulder and the lettuce leaf wraps into burritos,
but remains true to the flavour essence of the original
dish.

Hand-held is still king

For obvious reasons of convenience, much, though
certainly not all, modern street food is served in a
hand-held format. So bread buns, subs, wraps, burritos,
tacos, tostadas, dosas, roti, naan, pittas, ciabatta, pizza
bases, flatbreads, toast, steamed buns and more all feature in one way or another as
carriers for burgers, meatballs, pulled meats, cheese, fried fish, jerk chicken, mixed
vegetables, duck, lobster…you name it, someone’s putting it into a hand held carrier.
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Mix and match

Interestingly, some traders are mixing and matching
carriers and fillings in unorthodox ways to successful
effect, for example Kimchinary’s Korean burritos; Vin
Goute’s Seychelles inspired gato piman, ‘a warm tortilla
wrap served with spicy fried chilli balls, kreol (sic) sauce
and our home chilli sauce and mayo’; Luxury Flats who
combine nordic style flatbreads with koi fried chicken or
miso braised beef; YumBun, who as well as serving
Kalimera’s souvlaki wrap
savoury steamed buns are also deep frying them and
serving them as desserts (‘deep fried bun, coconut ice
cream, miso butterscotch, peanut praline’). It’s all a very long way from a sliced bread
sandwich.

Fresh and ready

Most modern street food traders attach great importance to the provenance, quality and
freshness of their ingredients, and have thrown off the grease-laden, unhealthy reputation
of old style street food in favour of (relatively) healthy offerings that include plenty of fresh
salads and herbs.
‘Incredible ingredients sourced from small range of high quality local, national, and
international suppliers – a balanced, healthy meal – fuelled by spice. Choose from our
range of authentically spiced fillings laden with fresh salads and bursting with flavour,
sharp pickles, herbs and greens, fresh chutneys, and crunch.’ (Rolawala menu)
Freshness is emphasised by the street food
methodology: traders turn up for each service, they
have nowhere other than their truck to store
ingredients, so they have to bring them fresh each
time; there are no walk-in fridges out back, so you
can see the ingredients there on the stall; your order
is made up by hand in front of you while you wait,
assuring absolute transparency (in contrast to food
that’s ‘mysteriously concocted behind the closed
doors of a kitchen’). Time lapse between service and
eating is minimal too – no food waiting under the
pass, no waiting staff delays; when it’s cooked, you
eat it.

< Flatbread wraps made to order by Luxury Flats
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Health aware

Whilst most street food may
not be especially healthy per
se, many street food traders
today are very aware of
consumer choices, especially
around vegetarianism and
veganism and concerns around
specific ingredients and
allergens. Increasingly since
2016, traders are tailoring their
menus and dishes to suit
vegetarian, vegan and gluten
Health-aware and diet choice
free diet choices and are up
signage is prevalent at
Camden Market
front with signage about it.
The directly competitive street
food environment and the
cosmopolitan, relatively young and issues-aware customer base combine to make health
and food choices a key battle ground.

Professional chefs aren’t the only perfectionists
In our 2016 snapshot we reported that, while the majority of new street food business
owners are smart but initially inexperienced operators, some experienced chefs were also
tinkering with the concept, so see what it might offer, away from the rigid restaurant
structure. This is bringing another level of expertise to the street food mix; one that
embraces the focus and simplicity of the concept whilst adding ‘cheffy’ values and
techniques to the quest for excellence.
The ‘do one thing and do it well’ principle behind most successful street food operations
may appeal to chefs with a perfectionist streak and the passion to hone a concept to its
finest, and the release from the constraints of a kitchen, together with the opportunity for
creative freedom, is also an attractive prospect for chefs, as are the financial prospects.
Jonathan Downey, who set up Street Feast, estimates that at least one of their traders is
turning over £1 million a year, of which around £400,000 will be profit. No wonder then that
top chef and owner of Bistrot Bruno Loubet, and his long-standing chef, James Packman
took to the streets of London with Le Swine, a van that offers ‘the ultimate bacon butty’ for
a fiver.
'I think we are going to see more and more chefs giving up their jobs and starting street
food stalls. They’re going to be thinking, 'Why am I here, working 70 hours a week in a hot
basement, when I could be out two or three days a week in the sunshine?’ ‘ (Henry
Dimbleby, founder of Leon Restaurants)
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Since our 2016 report, though, we note that the influx of pro chefs into street food hasn’t
particularly taken off. Perhaps the novelty for them was short-lived, or perhaps many have
realised that the ‘amateur’ street traders are doing a pretty fine job of things already.
Interestingly, it seems that street food traders are teaching the chefs a thing or two, rather
than the other way round.

The power of collective organisation
Whilst the essence of street food may be the quirky individuality of each vendor, there’s
little doubt that the trend would not have exploded in the way it has were it not for the
organising abilities of a few far-sighted (and shrewd) operators.
Jonathan Downey, the restaurateur and drinks maestro
behind top London bar Milk & Honey, has been a key
figure in the street food boom. In 2012 he set up Street
Feast, which took vacant lots in London and turned them
into food markets. Starting with Dalston Yard in north
east London, Street Feast has spread to sites in
Lewisham, Hackney and, more recently, Dinerama in
Shoreditch and was acquired by London Union in May
2015. Street Feast venues trade between 5pm and
midnight.
In the same year Petra Barran founded KERB and
negotiated with the City of London licences for street
food vendors to trade collectively at key high footfall
locations across the city (The Gherkin, King’s Cross,
Paddington and West India Quay). KERB staked its claim
on a fixed location with the move into Camden Market,
bringing many of its established traders with it. KERB
Between them, Street Feast and
locations mainly trade at lunchtime, allowing traders to
KERB run all the major street food
sites in London
put in a night shift with Street Feast, whilst Camden
trades between 11am and 6pm seven days a week.
In London at least, these organisations have the market
pretty sewn up, because they’ve concentrated on bagging the locations. All the signs
suggest this will continue, with other parts of the city being targeted. It may only be a
matter of time before one or other organisation gets a foothold in other UK cities.
This collective trading model offers consumers choice and variety, at the same time giving
traders security, help and advice. Street Feast and KERB both charge their traders pitch
fees and a percentage of takings, but this is offset by traders gaining access to a much
bigger market than they would otherwise have. And importantly both organisations have
driven demand by creating a marketing and communication momentum that individual
traders couldn’t hope to achieve.
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KERB Kings Cross currently operating at Granary Square

‘Membership’ of Street Feast and KERB is not mutually exclusive – most traders show up at
venues managed by both organisations, choosing those where they sell most, so healthy
competition between the organisations themselves is maintained.
These canny operators have created something unique in the UK by drawing together
elements from Asian night markets and the food trucks of Los Angeles to offer a new
generation of exciting, incredibly diverse street food. Now Downey has teamed up with
Henry Dimbleby, creator of the healthy fast-food chain Leon, to form London Union, an
umbrella organisation that aims to take the street food fair model and repeat it elsewhere:
first in London, then the rest of the world…?
For the organisers of these street food festivals, it’s in their interest that traders are firing
on all cylinders, and so they offer help and guidance to make sure that they are.
London Union helps traders to refine their product. ‘A lot of these guys are enthusiastic
amateurs, rather than professionals. There was one trader, Up In My Grill, that had great
food but wasn’t very focused. We went to them and said, 'Nobody’s doing really good
Argentinian food. Now, they sell perfectly pink skirt steak, served with a punchy chimichurri
and shoestring fries – and business is booming.’
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Outside of Street Feast and KERB there are
plenty of less formal street food gatherings,
such as the weekday lunchtime market in east
London’s Leather Lane, which combines a
regular market with food stalls. No website of
its own, but this blog site gives a good
overview of the variety of food on offer.
Street food in
Leather Lane

The organised momentum is not confined to
London. For example, in Leeds (which hosted the
British Street Food Awards in 2014, and is home
to the 2015 national winner, Café Moor which
trades out of Leeds Kirkgate Market), pop-up
food markets are appearing all over town. At the
city’s newest shopping centre, Trinity, five food
trucks are hoisted up the side of its building each
month as the country’s best street vendors are
given the opportunity to peddle their wares
alongside the resident restaurateurs of Trinity
Kitchen for one month only. That’s a lot of effort
to put into something that was hardly heard of
outside of London just five years ago.

Street food is growing up
Part of street food’s original appeal was undoubtedly its fresh, ‘new kid on the block’
attitude. Perhaps inevitably, in the thick of such a fast-developing trend, things have
become a bit slicker, some of those street food pioneers are already looking to move on
and business-focused operators are looking to move in. Street food is growing up.
Five years ago street food would have meant making £300 at lunchtime standing in the
rain. Now people will look at it and think – 'there’s a career here’. (Henry Dimbleby)
Traders who started out five years ago have either fallen by
the wayside (because their offer wasn’t right, or they couldn’t
hack the onerous lifestyle), or they’ve made a name for
themselves and attracted a following. Those that have made it
now have some money and ‘savvy’ to promote their
businesses more professionally. Many who started up with only
twitter and Facebook accounts now have slick websites, smart
photography and even films. Unsurprisingly, some of them
now see the opportunity to capitalise on the hard slog that
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has got them to this point, perhaps at the same time wondering
whether they could keep up the pace for another five years.
So now we’re shown how to make street food at home through
books like Tom Kime’s Street Food and Jennifer Joyce’s My
Street Food Kitchen. We see retailers adopting some aspects of
the street food canon, those that translate into ready meal-style
formats, especially slow cooked ‘pulled’ meats. We see street
food traders like YogiYo! launching street food products into
supermarkets. Street food maestros are publishing their own
recipe books, such as Jez Felwick’s ‘Bowler Cookbook’. And
some (ironically, as avoiding the fixed costs or bricks and mortar was often the starting
point of their nomadic businesses) are looking to put down roots in permanent premises –
such as The Bowler's meatball restaurant in London. Other traders like Rainbofoods are
now looking to sell on their businesses and brands to a next generation of street-foodies,
with the promise that the hard groundwork has already been done.
‘This is the perfect opportunity for someone looking to break into the increasingly
competitive street food scene, where new concepts abound and places to trade can be
difficult to come by. With a reliable reputation and a tried and tested menu, which can be
easily scaled up and down, Rainbo offers a much lower-risk point of entry with all of the
hard work, trials and errors of Ben and Xochi behind it. In the ever more competitive scene,
this is invaluable for those looking to get off the ground from scratch.’ (Rainbo Food for
Freedom)
In short, the street food trend, by its entrepreneurial nature, is creating brand-builders,
chain-developers and profit-seekers. And on the way it’s feeding innovative mainstream
foodservice with some exciting ideas.

So, where is street food headed?
It’s here to stay. The shock of the new is becoming part of the establishment. Modern
street food will continue, at least for the foreseeable future, to be a conduit for new flavour
profiles, regional and less explored global cuisines and exciting and unexpected food
combinations. UK street food has created a test bed for it all, and a business opportunity
for the creative and the brave. The challenge will be where does the next wave come from?
In the 2014 Allegra Strategies survey, 47% of respondents said they planned to increase
their street food consumption over the next year
'Street food fits into our 21st century way of eating. We like full flavour and smaller
portions. It’s not going away.’ (Tom Kime)
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But, unlike five years ago, the entry point to market is now just as likely to see the best
operators fast-tracking to fixed premises, a branded presence in food lines in major
retailers and potentially foodservice operators. Which means that modern street food, or a
version of it, will become more widespread and accessible. Potentially of course this may
also dumb it down and make it less exciting. The prospect is one of at least two street food
offerings: one that becomes mainstream and one that remains cutting edge.
‘The familiar wheels off/bricks ’n’ mortar story
is proving to be an effective route to market
for a number of new operators, as
demonstrated by popular operator Meatliquor.
At first a trailer, then seeded at festivals
(Glastonbury VIP), then as a residency in a pub
in New Cross, Meatliquor Is the big story this
year and they're at it again with a taster
coming to Leeds anchored in Neon Cactus and
the recent opening of Meatmarket in Covent
Garden. Similar acclaim has greeted Pitt Cue
Co who anchored in Carnaby, Soho with more sites to come. ‘These guys are taking
advantage of lower-cost short leases and there’s a queue of operators following the same
path.’ (lostincatering.com)
At the same time some canny restaurant owners in the right locations
are taking their own food literally onto the streets. Restaurateur Kwok
Tang of Kin Street Food in east London’s Leather Lane applied for a
licence to trade outside the restaurant as well serving diners inside, to
compete with the busy street food stalls in the area. Now they serve
up pork and duck-filled steamed buns every lunchtime to people
whose business they wouldn’t otherwise get.
In Camden Market, Zala
Levantine Grill also operates a
restaurant and a street food stall, serving up
Eastern Mediterranean dishes inside and hand
help wood-fired baked flatbreads and pittas from
the stall. They told us that the greater business
turnover comes from the higher footfall of the
street food operation.
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Can mainstream foodservice keep up?
Mainstream foodservice operators, on the whole, haven’t so far done a very decent job of
bringing street food excitement to their own menus. This may be restricted by their buying
protocols (authentic modern street food employs a huge range of lesser-known
ingredients) as much as by the skills of their kitchens. Or it may simply be that street food
relies so much on the overall concept of variety, nomadic traders, immediacy and collective
enjoyment that a single venue and a fixed menu just can’t recreate it; or at least can offer
only a very diluted version of it.
As street food grows up and itself develops more uniformity, many traders are themselves
facing some of those same operational issues, and their solutions may point the way to
how mainstream players could adopt street food into their own operations.
In recognition of mainstream foodservice operators’ shortcomings in this regard, Richard
Johnson’s British Street Food has come up with a clever solution, at least for pubs: ‘don’t
try and do street food yourself and make a hash of it – have the professionals come and do
it for you.’ They call it the British Street Food Pub Takeover.
‘We love beer — it’s one of the best things about being British. And we
love pubs. But a lot of our favourite hostelries are struggling to serve
up more than nuts and crisps. And yet street food traders would love
the opportunity to take their food to a new crowd. An opportunity. Cue
Pub Takeover! If you’re a landlord, food is a proven driver of footfall –
and street food will get you out to a younger crowd. You’ll be talked
about on social media. The trend for informal, fun eating, is here to stay.
Whether you use street food to entice customers in on your quieter
nights or to encourage more spending and a longer visit on your busy
nights, it could work wonders.’ (British Street Food)
The huge explosion in popularity suggests that something fundamental is happening to
consumer demand in the UK and that street food in particular has a continuing success on
its hands. Consumers want what it offers – powerful flavours, huge variety, a sense of
theatre, social interaction and good value. The element of being different – not quite antiestablishment, but on the edge – that initially attracted young early adopters, has now
spread to a wider audience as word spreads and street food becomes more accessible.
Street food is becoming part of the dining establishment.
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A quick round up…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Street food traders are smart, clever, energetic food entrepreneurs
Street food offers them a (relatively) low-cost way to get into the food business
Some have now matured their businesses to a point where they are no longer the
primary customer contact, having multiple locations and employing and training staff
They have a very clear focus on product excellence – ‘do one thing well’
They go to great lengths to replicate dishes authentically and maintain quality
A great variety of global cuisines is represented
Traders use high quality ingredients with high provenance and traceability
Traders are increasingly focused on addressing consumers’ dietary choices and
allergens concerns
Flavours are robust and powerful
Format is mainly, but not exclusively, hand-held
The street food operating model needs high footfall, so traders benefit from street
food collectives and festivals
Street food is primarily city-centric; having started in London, many UK cities now have
a healthy street food scene
Having begun to get involved, on the whole professional chefs haven’t developed their
street food careers
Experienced traders are moving on and up – taking premises, extending their brands,
writing books, selling businesses
Street food is as much about the experience and social interaction as it is a refuelling
stop

Alan Harrison, for Butt Foods
August 2017
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